
Pick up guest in Palm Cay Marina 

Depart for the Exumas 

Anchor the first night at leaf cay to feed the iguanas, spend some time on a beautiful

beach and be surrounded by the most amazing islands 

Move to Highborn Cay 

Great snorkeling reef in shallow water to get everyone comfortable 

Go have a cocktail at Exuma’s restaurant and bar 

Hire a bicycle to explore the island and go se the beautiful springs on the island

Take some photos with the swing in the water and the beautiful Bohemian turquoise

water in the back ground 

Head over to Norman’s island known as Pablo Escobar’s island 

Go see the beautiful lagoon at whales tale and snorkel the famous Pablo Escobar

Sunken sea plane 

Shroud Key will be the next stop with the most beautiful river system flowing

through the island where you can swim in the whirlpool and float back down the river

on your floaty, stand up paddle board or see through bottom kayak to Zuri 3 

Here we move into the Exuma Land and Sea Park with the most amazing underwater

sea life 

After breakfast we will set sail to O’Brien Cay to go feed the fish out of your hand at

the “underwater aquarium” where you get to swim with most of the variety species

of fish known in the Bahamas 

Head over to Compass Cay to go have some fun at Rachel’s bubble baths for a short

hike up a river system and swim in the white bubbles that the Atlantic Ocean

provides breaking over the rocks into the bubbly pool 

Get your infamous photos with the nurse shark feeding them at Compass cay marina 

The 2nd to last day will be at Staniel Cay and Big Majors known for feeding the

swimming pigs and snorkeling the most amazing underwater caves called Thunder-

Ball Grotto 

Have a drink at Staniel Cay Yacht Club and enjoy the night life that they provide 

Have breakfast onboard and depart from Staniel Cay Yacht Club to the airport 

The Exuma Cays are a 120 mile long chain-of Cays protected by the chain of

the Out Islands. The Exuma Cays are scattered in a long line extending North

to South from New Providence to Great Exuma. The Exuma Cays are the most

exotic of the Islands, a collection of tiny jewels set in the aquamarine and

sapphire waters of the most beautiful water you’ve ever imagined

The Exumas are a dream destination for sailors, fishermen (flats, reef and

offshore) spear fisherman, snorkelers, paddle boarders and kayakers. The

private islands are custom-designed for those seeking the ultimate escape,

and new levels of luxury available aboard Zuri 3. Both the Cays and Great

Exuma are the perfect spot for a Catamaran vacation 
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